Energy

With more than 250 dedicated energy lawyers located in the world’s primary energy centers, our energy practice combines deep sector knowledge and experience with a highly commercial approach to help clients enter new markets, advance innovative projects and transactions, navigate challenging regulatory environments and find favorable paths through high-stakes disputes. Our energy practice is defined by two chief characteristics: 1) our deep vertical knowledge in the industry segments in which we work, and 2) our one-firm collaborative service ethic, efficiently bringing creative and comprehensive solutions to our clients.

Oil & Gas

Our oil & gas clients turn to us for our knowledge of the commercial complexities of the industry and experience at every stage of the value chain. We draw on our long-time leadership in this field to provide counsel spanning all its major sectors:

- Upstream
- Midstream
- LNG
- Downstream and petrochemicals

Our clients include the world’s major oil and gas companies, large and small independents, refiners and petrochemical companies, international service and equipment companies, project contractors and sponsors, and financial institutions – many of which have been turning to our team for decades.

Power

With our broad domestic and international experience and deep bench of power industry specialists, we advise on critical legal, regulatory and commercial matters for our power clients from project origination to financial close and beyond.

Our clients include start-ups, major power producers, multinational lenders, Export Credit Agencies, sponsors, Capability

Lawyers

- Richard Nelson
  Singapore
- Tracie J. Renfroe
  Houston
- Stuart R. Zisman
  Houston
- Carol M. Wood
  Houston
- John Savage, QC
  London

Recognition

Energy Advisory Firm of the Year: Legal
PETROLEUM ECONOMIST, 2014 AND 2016

Ranked Band 1 for Global-wide Project & Energy: Oil & Gas
CHAMBERS GLOBAL, 2020

Offshore Innovation Deal of the Year for MV24 Capital B.V. MODEC Operated FPSO – US $1.1 bn 144A / Reg S Bond
MARINE MONEY, 2019
investors, hedge funds, private equity funds and their portfolio companies across all major power sectors:

- Conventional power
- Wind
- Solar
- Hydropower
- Geothermal
- Hydrogen
- Biofuels
- District energy, cogeneration and trigeneration
- Energy storage
- Nuclear

Cases & Deals

**September 28, 2020**
Capital Dynamics, Inc. to Acquire 300 MW Solar Power Portfolio

**June 5, 2020**
Petersen Energia Secures Rejection of Argentina's Motion to Dismiss Once Again

**May 15, 2020**
Next Wave Energy Partners and Energy Capital Partners close financing for Traveler Alkylate Facility

**VIEW ALL**

Insights

**CLIENT ALERT**
**October 20, 2020**
FERC Proposes to Amend its PURPA Regulations to Recognize Hydrogen Production in Certain Fuel Cell Systems as Useful Thermal Energy in Qualifying Cogeneration Facilities

**CLIENT ALERT**
**October 19, 2020**
World Bank Integrity Vice Presidency Continues Robust Enforcement in 2020

**CLIENT ALERT**
**October 2, 2020**
A First Look at California’s Executive Order Banning Fuel-Burning Vehicles and Imposing Other Greenhouse Gas Reducing Restrictions

**VIEW ALL**

Events

**SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT**
**October 13, 2020**
Ronni Solomon to Speak at Tenth Annual E-Discovery
Institute Leadership Summit

**SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT**  
**October 1, 2020**  
Mark Thigpen to Speak on Chambers Global Practice Guides Webinar

**SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT**  
**September 23, 2020**  
Gregg Jacobson to Speak on Georgia Bar Association Construction Section’s In-House Counsel and Business Leader Virtual Round Table

---

**News**

**IN THE NEWS**  
**October 16, 2020**  
K&S counsels Scatec Solar on its $1.17B acquisition of SN Power

**IN THE NEWS**  
**October 13, 2020**  
K&S represents McPhy, which specializes in zero-carbon hydrogen production and distribution equipment, with its capital raising efforts

**IN THE NEWS**  
**October 8, 2020**  
K&S lawyers in Houston, Atlanta and Paris represent a group of energy investors in a renewables dispute with Italy

---

**VIEW ALL**